Wireless Backup Internet service provides the
diverse connectivity businesses need to run without
interruption

Wireless Backup
Internet Service

Whatever the disruption – natural or man-made, your business cannot afford
to stop because your employees can’t communicate or process transactions.
Although Internet service disruptions are inevitable, the good news is that you
can safeguard your business against them. By relying on Global Capacity Wireless
Backup service, you gain a resilient, continuous connection to access your data,
support your applications, process your transactions, and serve your customers in
the event your primary connection is interrupted.

HIGHLIGHTS
Protection against network disruptions with
immediate and seamless failover

BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY. Global Capacity Backup
Wireless with managed failover automatically detects access issues with primary
data connections and immediately switches to an alternate wireline connection or a
secure wireless broadband service to keep your business operational.

Diverse connectivity options independent of
wireline services

NO-TOUCH MANAGEMENT. Global Capacity deploys all the necessary equipment
and configures the managed failover service, then manages and monitors the network
to ensure it is working for you. Automatic failover instantly switches to wireless backup
service and back to primary access as soon as the primary service is restored.

Continuity of business-critical applications

Faster, More Reliable 4G/LTE Wireless Services

GREATER PEACE OF MIND. When the wireless back up with failover service is
present, Global Capacity proactively monitors the status of your network connections
24/7/365 to minimize the mean time to restore your primary connectivity should an
issue arise.

Industry-leading SLAs
Nationwide footprint
24/7/365 business-class customer care

Connectivity Made Simple

www.globalcapacity.com
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Global Capacity AsyE

About Global Capacity
Global Capacity is the leading connectivity as a service company that improves the eﬃciency and reduces the cost of data network services globally. Through its One Marketplace,
the company brings together customers and suppliers through automated platforms that provides ubiquitous network solutions delivering on its brand promise of Connectivity
Made Simple. Global Capacity delivers its innovative solutions to telecommunication carriers, managed service providers, system integrators, and enterprise customers globally.
For more information about Global Capacity and data network connectivity solutions, visit www.globalcapacity.com or email solutions@globalcapacity.com.

Service is not available in all areas and is provided subject to Global Capacity’s standard Terms and Conditions
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